Finger insertion mutations of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) reverse transcriptase (RT) (T69S mutations followed by various dipeptide insertions) have a multinucleoside resistance phenotype that can be explained by decreased sensitivity to deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) inhibition of the nucleotidedependent unblocking activity of RT. We show that RTs with SG or AG (but not SS) insertions have three-to fourfold-increased unblocking activity and that all three finger insertion mutations have threefold-decreased sensitivity to dNTP inhibition. The additional presence of M41L and T215Y mutations increased unblocking activity for all three insertions, greatly reduced the sensitivity to dNTP inhibition, and resulted in defects in in vitro DNA chain elongation. The DNA chain elongation defects were partially repaired by additional mutations at positions 210, 211, and 214. These results suggest that structural communication between the regions of RT defined by these mutations plays a role in the multinucleoside resistance phenotype.
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) reverse transcriptase (RT) is responsible for replication of the HIV-1 genome and is therefore an important target for antiretroviral therapy. Many inhibitors of HIV-1 RT are nucleoside analogues that are converted to their active triphosphate forms by host cell kinases and are incorporated into the viral genome by HIV-1 RT. Because nucleoside analogues lack a 3Ј-OH group, their incorporation prevents further extension of the DNA chain. HIV-1 RT becomes resistant to nucleoside analogues primarily through two mechanisms (8, 12) : (i) increased discrimination against the compounds (9, 13, 35) leading to decreased incorporation and less chain termination and (ii) increased ability to remove chain terminators from blocked DNA chains, allowing DNA synthesis to resume (1, 3, 19, 20, 22, 26) . The removal occurs through excision of the 3Ј-terminal nucleotide by transfer to one of several potential acceptor substrates, including pyrophosphate (PP i ) or ATP, generating the triphosphate form of the chain terminator or a dinucleoside polyphosphate, respectively. Most zidovudine (AZT) resistance mutations, including M41L, D67N, K70R, T215F/Y, and K219Q (29) , confer increased removal, compared to wildtype (WT) RT (3, 19, 22, 25, 26) . The effect of these mutations is greatest when a nucleoside triphosphate, such as ATP, is used as the acceptor substrate, whereas there is little if any effect of AZT resistance mutations on removal when a nucleoside diphosphate or PP i is used as the substrate (3, 16, 20, 22, 25) .
The efficiency of the removal reaction under physiological conditions will depend on the rate of the reaction and the ability of deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) to inhibit it. HIV-1 RT bound to a chain-terminated primer-template will still bind the dNTP complementary to the next nucleotide on the template strand (34) to form a stable complex. Since chemical bond formation is prevented due to lack of a 3Ј-OH, this complex has been named a dead-end complex (DEC). While in DEC, excision of the chain-terminated primer-template is precluded (23) . The balance between removal versus DEC formation depends on several factors, including the nature of the chain-terminating nucleotide analogue present at the 3Ј end of the DNA chain, the HIV-1 RT used in the removal reaction, and the concentration of dNTPs. Primer-templates chain terminated with 3Ј-azido-3Ј-deoxythymidine-5Ј-monophosphate (AZTMP) are excellent substrates for nucleotide-dependent removal and poor substrates for DEC formation (K ddNTP for DEC formation, 40 to 220 M) (22, 23) . Isel et al. (12) have also reported that DEC formed with AZTMP-terminated primer-template are less stable than those formed with 2Ј,3Ј-dideoxyadenosine-5Ј monophosphate (ddAMP)-or 2Ј,3Ј-didehydro-3Ј-deoxythymidine-5Ј-monophosphate (d4TMP)-terminated primer-templates. Therefore, removal of AZTMP can occur efficiently in the presence of physiological concentrations of dNTPs. Primer-templates terminated with nucleotide analogues such as ddAMP or d4TMP that contain smaller 3Ј substituents are also removed efficiently but form DEC at low dNTP concentrations (K ddNTP , 3 to 20 M) (12, 22, 23, 25, 26) . Therefore, removal of these nucleotide analogues under physiological conditions will depend on the intracellular concentration of dNTPs, which have been reported to range from 0.14 to 5.6 M in resting lymphocytes (10, 11, 28, 33) , 2.4 to 26 M in mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes (10, 11) , and 15 to 170 M in CEM lymphoblasts (28, 33) . Although AZT resistance mutations confer an increase in removal of most chain terminators and likely confer some resistance to many types of chain terminators in HIV-infected individuals, the impact of these mutations on phenotypic resistance assays is likely underestimated due to very high dNTP levels present in the cells used in these assays. Nevertheless, it is now recognized that these mutations play a role in resistance to a variety of nucleoside inhibitors (8) .
While AZT resistance mutations are specific for resistance to AZT in phenotypic assays (15) , there are other classes of mutations that confer phenotypic resistance to multiple nucleoside analogues (14, 21, 37) . One such class contains a threonine-to-serine mutation at codon 69 together with a dipeptide insertion between amino acids 69 and 70 in HIV-1 RT. These so-called finger insertion mutations are present in approximately 0.5 to 2.3% of nucleoside RT inhibitor-experienced individuals (30, 31, 36) and usually appear after exposure to AZT in combination with other nucleoside analogues. The finger insertion mutations are generally present in combination with AZT resistance mutations (7, 14, 21, 31, 37) . The inserted dipeptide is most often SS or SG but can also consist of many other combinations of small amino acids (14, 21, 31, 37) .
The finger insertion mutations confer little, if any, ability to discriminate against incorporation of chain terminators (17, 19) but have been shown to increase ATP-dependent removal of chain terminators (4, 16, 19, 20) and to decrease inhibition of the removal reaction by dNTPs (4, 19, 20) . However, there is still little known about differences, if any, between various dipeptide insertions or the combined effects of these mutations with AZT resistance mutations on the biochemical properties of HIV-1 RT. We therefore conducted a detailed study on the effects of three sets of finger insertion mutations, 69S-SS, 69S-SG, and 69S-AG by themselves or in the background of two different sets of AZT resistance mutations, either M41L/ T215Y or M41L/L210W/R211K/L214F/T215Y, on nucleotidedependent removal, sensitivity of the removal reaction to dNTPs, and effects of the mutations on DNA-dependent DNA polymerization.
Removal of ddAMP from blocked primer-templates by WT and mutant RT. The enzymes used in our studies were WT RT, RT containing the AZT resistance mutations M41L/T215Y (41L/ 215Y), or RT containing one of three sets of finger insertion mutations, 69S-SS, 69S-SG, or 69S-AG, present in either WT background or together with the AZT resistance mutations 41L/215Y or 41L/210W/211K/214F/215Y (5M) ( Fig. 1A and B) and as a function of ATP concentration ( Fig. 1C and Table 2 ). There was no increase in Ap 4 ddA synthesis conferred by the 69S-SS mutation, in agreement with published data on ATP-dependent removal of AZTMP (19) . The 69S-SG and 69S-AG mutations, however, did confer modest (three-or fourfold) increases over results for WT RT. The difference between the 69S-SG/AG and the 69S-SS mutations was also observed in RT-containing AZT resistance mutations. The 41L/69S-SS/215Y mutations conferred about a 10-fold increase in Ap 4 ddA synthesis over WT RT, consistent with an additive effect of the 10-fold increase conferred by the 41L/ 215Y mutations (25) and minimal increase due to the 69S-SS mutations. The 41L/69S-SG/215Y and the 41L/69S-AG/215Y mutations resulted in 21-fold increases in Ap 4 ddA synthesis relative to WT RT, also consistent with an additive effect of the finger insertion mutations and the AZT resistance mutations. Addition of the mutations 210W, 211K, and 214F to the 41L/ 215Y mutations in HIV-1 RT containing the finger insertion mutations further increased the Ap 4 ddA synthesis activity by approximately 50%. Two enzymes, 5M ϩ 69S-SG RT and 5M ϩ 69S-AG, formed Ap 4 ddA 32 times more efficiently than did WT RT. Similar methods were used to measure the pyrophosphorolysis reaction catalyzed by WT and mutant enzymes. The [ 32 P]ddAMP-terminated primer-template was incubated with WT or mutant RTs in the presence of PP i , and [ 32 P]ddATP was quantitated by phosphorimaging (Fig. 1D) . The mutant enzymes had pyrophosphorolysis activities that were at most 60 to 70% of the WT activity.
Inhibition of ATP-dependent removal of ddAMP by the next complementary dNTP. The large increase in ATP-dependent removal of ddAMP conferred by the combination of AZT resistance mutations and finger insertion mutations suggests a mechanism for resistance for the mutant HIV-1 to dideoxyinosine (ddI) (which is converted to its active form, ddATP, by host enzymes). However, removal of ddAMP by either WT or AZT-resistant RTs is very sensitive to inhibition by dNTPs (50% inhibitory concentrations [IC 50 s] approximately 3 to 20 M [22, 24, 25] ). We therefore investigated the effects of the finger insertion mutations on the sensitivity of the removal reaction to dTTP, the dNTP complementary to the next nucleotide position on the template. Briefly, the synthesis of Ap 4 ddA was determined as described above in the presence of increasing concentrations of dTTP. The percent inhibition of a His-tagged HIV-1 RT was prepared as previously described (24) . The RNAdependent DNA polymerase activities of the WT and mutant RTs were as follows: WT, 35,000 U/mg; 69S-SS, 40,000 U/mg; 69S-SG, 23,000 U/mg; 69S-AG, 41,000 U/mg; 41L/215Y, 27,000 U/mg; 41L/69S-SS/215Y, 33,000 U/mg; 41L/69S-SG/215Y, 38,000 U/mg; 41L/69S-AG/215Y, 33,000 U/mg; 5M ϩ 69S-SS, 25,000 U/mg; 5M ϩ 69S-SG, 29,000 U/mg; and 5M ϩ 69S-AG, 27,000 U/mg, where 1 U is equal to the amount of enzyme required for incorporation of 1.0 nmol of [ 3 H]dTMP in 10 min when using poly(rA)/oligo(dT) as the substrate (32).
Ap 4 ddA synthesis is shown as a function of dTTP concentration (Fig. 2) , and the IC 50 for dTTP inhibition was determined for each RT (Table 3) . WT RT was the most sensitive to inhibition by dTTP with an IC 50 of about 3 M. Each of the finger insertion mutations decreased sensitivity to dTTP inhibition of Ap 4 ddA synthesis by about threefold. Together with the 41L/215Y mutations, the finger insertion mutations decreased sensitivity to dTTP inhibition by 5-to 18-fold. Sensitivity to dTTP inhibition was decreased only about 25% by the 41L/215Y mutations alone (Table 3 ) (25) . Therefore, the effect of the combination of finger insertion mutations with 41L/ 215Y mutations on dTTP inhibition was synergistic. When the 41L/210W/211K/214F/215Y mutations were present as well as the finger insertion mutations, dTTP inhibition was decreased by 16-to 23-fold relative to WT RT. The decreased sensitivity to dTTP inhibition of Ap 4 ddA synthesis by the mutant RTs is likely related to decreased formation or decreased stability of DEC formed by the mutant enzymes with ddAMP-terminated primer-template and dTTP (data not shown).
Effects of the finger insertion mutations on HIV-1 RT DNAdependent polymerization. The decreased sensitivity of mutant RTs to dNTP inhibition and decreased ability to form stable ternary complexes with dNTP and primer-template suggested that dNTP incorporation might also be altered by these mutations. We therefore measured the ability of each enzyme to carry out DNA-dependent polymerization on M13 templateprimer in the presence of low, 625 nM (Fig. 3A) or high, 200 M (Fig. 3B) concentrations of dNTPs. A comparison of DNA chain elongation with 41L/215Y RT and isogenic WT RT at each dNTP concentration is shown in Fig. 3C .
At low levels of dNTPs, WT and 41L/215Y RTs had the greatest DNA chain elongation activity, but short products still predominated (Fig. 3A and C) . The three RTs containing only the 69S-XX mutations had reduced DNA polymerization ac- tivities compared to WT RT. Of the three finger insertion mutations, the 69S-SS mutant was slightly more active than the 69S-SG and AG mutants, with more products in the SP and intermediate-length size ranges and fewer very short products than the other two enzymes. RTs containing the finger insertion mutations in combination with the 41L/215Y mutations showed a dramatic reduction in DNA-dependent polymerization activity, with products in the very short range predominating and no difference between the three finger insertion mutations. The 41L/69S-XX/215Y RTs were much more defective in primer extension than either 41L/215Y RT or the 69S-XX RTs, and it is clear that the deficiency in chain elongation is due to interaction between these mutations. Enzymes containing the finger insertion mutations in combination with the 41L/210W/211K/214F/215Y mutations also had greatly reduced polymerization activity compared to WT RT. At high dNTP concentrations (200 M), WT RT and 41L/ 215Y RT extended almost all chains into very long products ( Fig. 3B and C) . Each of the three enzymes containing the finger insertion mutations in the absence of AZT resistance mutations could also extend the majority of DNA to very long products. Even at these high dNTP levels, however, the enzymes containing the finger insertion mutations in combination with the 41L/215Y mutations produced much shorter products. With the addition of mutations at 210W, 211K, and 214F (5M), longer products were observed (Fig. 3B) , although the DNA chains did not reach the lengths seen with WT or 41L/215Y RT. In summary, the DNA-dependent DNA polymerase activity was greatest for WT RT with WT ϳ 41L/215Y Ͼ 69S-XX Ͼ 69S-XX ϩ 5M Ͼ 41L/69S-XX/215Y.
Conclusions. AZT resistance mutations confer an increase in ATP-dependent removal of many chain terminators from blocked DNA ends (3, 4, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26) . The concentration of dNTPs in infected cells, however, should inhibit removal of most chain terminators other than AZTMP under physiological conditions. Our results suggest a mechanism for multidrug resistance conferred by the combination of finger insertion and AZT resistance mutations. In addition to a large increase in ATP-dependent removal of ddAMP from blocked DNA chains (up to 32-fold increase over WT RT, mostly conferred by the AZT resistance mutations), the combination of finger insertion and AZT resistance mutations conferred a greatly reduced sensitivity of the removal reaction to dNTPs (up to 23-fold-decreased sensitivity relative to WT RT), which would enable the mutant RT to remove nucleotide analogues such as ddAMP and d4TMP, in addition to AZTMP, more efficiently than WT RT under physiological conditions. The 69S-XX mutations confer several different properties on HIV-1 RT; some of these depend on the nature of the amino acids inserted, while others do not. While the 69S-SS mutations conferred no increase in removal compared to WT RT, the 69S-SG and 69S-AG mutations increased removal by three-or fourfold. In combination with the AZT resistance mutations, 41L/215Y, the 69S-SG and 69S-AG mutations conferred up to a 21-fold increase in ATP-dependent removal. a ATP-dependent removal of ddAMP was measured as described in the Fig. 1  legend. Numbers shown are the average k cat /K m from two experiments (plus or minus the standard deviation). *, in comparison with isogenic WT RT (pKRT2), as previously reported (25) . a Ap 4 ddA synthesis was performed as described in the Fig. 1 legend in the presence of various dTTP concentrations to obtain the IC 50 s for each HIV-1 RT.
b In comparison with isogenic WT RT as previously reported (25) .
Since removal of ddAMP by WT RT or by several enzymes containing AZT resistance mutations is sensitive to inhibition by physiological concentrations of dNTPs (12, 25) , an increase in removal might not by itself be expected to confer significant levels of resistance to ddI in vivo. However, the most dramatic in vitro effect of the 69S-XX finger insertion mutations, especially when present in combination with the 41L and 215Y mutations, was to decrease the sensitivity of the removal reaction to inhibition by dNTPs. The addition of mutations at 210W, 211K, and 214F had little additional effect, except in the case of the 41L/69S-SS/215Y combination, where the addition of the mutations at 210, 211, and 214 resulted in a fivefold decrease in dNTP inhibition. The decrease in sensitivity to dNTP inhibition was due to a reduced tendency of the mutant RTs to get trapped as a DEC together with primer-template and dNTP. The combination of finger insertion mutations and AZT resistance mutations would therefore confer both an increase in ATP-dependent removal of chain terminators from blocked DNA chains and decreased sensitivity of the removal reaction to dNTP inhibition. These effects could explain the cross-resistance to many chain terminators, such as AZT, stavudine (d4T), ddI, dideoxycytosine (ddC), and abacavir (14) . The severe defect in DNA chain elongation that we observed for the combination of 69S-XX mutations with the 41L/215Y mutations is consistent with impaired dNTP binding suggested by the decreased sensitivity to dNTP inhibition of the unblocking reaction. Previous studies (17, 19 ; P. R. Meyer et al., unpublished data) have shown small decreases in binding affinity between mutant RTs and primer-template and in affinity for dNTP substrates; however, the defect in DNA synthesis is likely to depend on the precise genetic makeup of the mutant enzymes. A detailed investigation of the catalytic parameters of DNA synthesis by these enzymes is not yet available.
The combination of 41L/215Y mutations and 69S-XX mutations is usually observed only in patients receiving multiple nucleoside analogue therapy (14, 37) , and Lukashov et al. (18) have reported that a virus containing a 69S-XX/215Y combination was completely replaced by WT virus within 1 month after termination of therapy with d4T and 3Ј thiacytidine (lamivudine). These results strongly suggest that viruses with these combinations of mutations are at a selective disadvantage in the absence of therapy, as would be predicted from the DNA chain elongation defects that we have observed. We have shown that addition of mutations 210W, 211K, and 214F to the 41L/69S-XX/215Y combination partially repairs the defect in DNA chain elongation, suggesting that these mutations should improve viral replication fitness. Quiñones-Mateu et al. (27) have recently reported that the removal of the 69S-SS mutations from the genome of a virus containing 69S-SS mutations in a background containing a variety of mutations, including AZT resistance mutations, produced a virus with reduced fitness. This result suggests that the contribution of the 69S-SS mutations to fitness depends on the mutational environment in the rest of the RT coding region.
How are the 69S-XX mutations generated? One possibility is that the 69S mutation increases the likelihood of the RT slipping during DNA synthesis after it has replicated the 69S codon. This could lead to rereplication of the 69S codon. If this occurred twice, an insertion of 6 bases would result. Since the codon at position 68 also encodes a serine, another possibility (5, 37) . If the 69S-XX insertion mutations were indeed created by rereplication of codons 68 and 69, all finger insertion mutations should initially be 69S-SS. The two inserted serines would then be under selective pressure to change to any amino acids that would confer a growth advantage. The 69S-SS mutations conferred no detectable increase in ATP-dependent removal of chain terminators, while both the 69S-SG and the 69S-AG mutations did confer such an increase. The 69S-SS did confer reduced sensitivity to dNTP inhibition of the removal reaction, which could explain its selection; however, removal activity could be improved by subsequent mutation of the SS codons to codons for other amino acids. The in vitro results are consistent with viral drug susceptibility assays, since the 69S-SG mutations are associated with two-to sevenfold-greater resistance to AZT, ddI, ddC, and d4T than the 69S-SS mutations (17, 37) . Taken together, these results lead to the prediction that the 69S-SS mutations may be replaced by 69S-SG or other amino acid insertions over time due to selective pressure. The predicted evolution has, in fact, been reported for several HIV-1-infected individuals (6, 14, 31) . Our results reinforce the importance of ATP-dependent removal of chain terminators in resistance to nucleoside analogues. Initially, it was shown that AZT resistance mutations confer an increase in ATP-dependent removal of AZTMP from blocked DNA chains (3, 16, 22) , which would be a likely mechanism for AZT resistance. Since then, a role of ATPdependent removal has also been suggested as a mechanism of resistance to d4T (17, 20, 23) and as a mechanism of multinucleoside resistance (4, 18; this report). Therefore, chainterminating compounds that are refractory to removal and drugs that block the removal reaction could greatly increase the antiviral potency of nucleoside analogues and are important candidates for future drug research.
As this paper was about to be submitted, a paper by Boyer et al. (4) appeared showing that excision of various chainterminating nucleotides was enhanced in RT containing 69S-XX insertion mutations even in the presence of relatively high levels of dNTPs. These authors showed that ternary complex stability was diminished in the mutant RT and proposed that enhanced excision of these chain terminators could be explained by destabilization of the ternary complex of RT with dNTP resulting from the amino acid insertions in the finger domain.
